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About This Game

Build your own town and make heaps of money in this addictive strategy game.

Construct an idyllic neighborhood with plenty of houses and keep your residents happy by providing all services they need, and
they will reward you with a tidy profit. It’s up to you how to play - you can work your way to the top in the comprehensive

campaign mode or you can create and play your own custom scenarios. Build dozens of houses, structures and other buildings.
Trophies and awards available for the meticulous gamer!

Construct an idyllic neighborhood.
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Build dozens of houses, structures and other buildings.

Win trophies and awards in 24 unique campaign scenarios.

Play your own custom scenarios.

Reach up to 22 achievements.
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Title: Townopolis
Genre: Casual, Indie, Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
Lonely Troops
Publisher:
Lonely Troops
Release Date: 19 Oct, 2008
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Death's Hangover
fast game with modern day graphics with easy controls that moves from location A to B to C and so on,
good amount of action and special effects,

good game.

Personal Suggested Purchase Price: $0.49 Or Less During Sale
. love the game so far, with flightstick. so far only at level 2 but i love the way it handles and how it sounds. only downside is
that i don't know when i am locking on to enemies.. Thumbs down to Doodles Navigating a Sidewalk: the Videogame!

Okay, okay. That was uncalled for. Actually, Drew and the Floating Labyrinth does a few things well, but not enough to
recommend it to most people and certainly not for anything approaching the eight dollar asking price.

Floating Labyrinth is a puzzle game in which you attempt to navigate a path of floating cubes obscured by various visual tricks.
The puzzles are largely well designed with each unique trick having 10 short levels dedicated to it, which - with the exception of
a few outliars - increase in difficulty from a tutorial level to a fairly complex challenge that will take your average adult player a
few goes to get right. It all comes together in the last approximately 20 levels where all the various visual conundrums are
combined to good effect. For the most part, Floating Labyrinth never feels too easy or controller-snappingly difficult, though
there were a fair amount that I ended up solving by tricky jumps rather than actually using logic and a few that are less puzzles
than they are exercises in patience.

One could argue the biggest drawback of the puzzling in Drew is its small offering of gameplay. Now, 80 levels sounds like a
good deal on paper, but when you ignore levels that are purely vehicles for the story and effortless tutorial levels, it feels short. I
finished the game completely in less than two hours of casual play. If the quality of the game is dragged down by its length,
perhaps it could bring a strong story and visual style to the table. If it did, 60 or so competently designed levels might even be a
perfect length; ending before the game overstays its welcome. Unfortunately, while the minimalist sketch-like visuals and use of
color are pleasing to the eye, the narrative framework is weak.

You play as a young girl seeking a way home, guided only by a soothing voice revealed to belong to a bird that offers periodic
(and just a bit too repetitive) advice. Already we have the indie formula of "small child navigates a bleak, frightening world," so
it's fair to say there will be a loss of innocence and possibly some kind of twist or pseudo-philosophical pretensions. Yes,
Floating Labyrinth did indeed hit evey branch on its fall out of the indie tree, and basic awareness of "artsy" games will leave
you feeling a bit blas\u00e9 at the end; exactly the opposite of the emotional impact the game is fishing for. Ultimately, though,
I believe the narrative fails because it lacks the dialogue-free story open to interpretation of something like Limbo, nor does it
offer enough to characterize Drew, her guide, and their relationship as done right by, say, Portal. The dialogue between them
consists of only a handful of vague sentences for the entire first half of the game and I just never felt invested.

Technically, Drew is okay. It does noticably lack polish that quickly identifies it as being largely the work of one man; I assume
a student showing off the culmination of all their hard work. You can tell by minor things like the inability to rebind keys after
launching the game and an entirely royalty-free soundtrack (which is very samey between levels). That said, it played fine, I
encountered no bugs, and it looks genuinely good.

So by now you might be thinking, "if the game has some good puzzles and a unique visual style, surely it's still worth my time?"
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Well, no. I can't really recommend it on that alone. Sure, some puzzle aficionados or lovers of good art design might enjoy
Drew, but at the end of the day it's a middling experience. And it's a middling experience being offered for more money than
better indie puzzlers, as well as some free ones. I'd place Floating Labyrinth above something you get for free to play on your
phone, but sadly, only just. I'd get this game for maybe one or two dollars tops to enjoy the bite of artsy puzzling goodness it
offers, but I'd suggest you leave off otherwise.

I do hope we see more from Dust Scratch Games in the future, though. With more amibitous writing, a little more polish, and a
willingness to keep trying new ideas, the result could be a great game.

Gosh, this was a dull review. Let's try this: I'm giving this game the bird because that's all it gave me!. I really did enjoy this
game while I played it. I really don't know how to feel about Psyonix being bought by Epic games. Not super invested in the
game anymore, but I think I'm forced to be a Pessimist here.

R.I.P Borderlands 3
R.I.P Rocket League. If you're interested in doing complete rebuilds of cars, but you don't want to spend hours playing this
game building up your xp first, then this is the DLC for you.

I completely understand the progression and the intentions behind it but personally the appeal for me has always been taking a
beat up old car and turning it into a dream machine.

The sandbox option means that you don't have to grind for hours to unlock the parking lot and various other structures, you can
jump straight into the good stuff.

The only complaint I would have is that you shouldn't really have to pay for DLC to get a sandbox option, since it takes almost
nothing from the dev to unlock this in the base game. They basically just need to start you off with a load of XP.. I really love
the music for this game. It's peppy and upbeat without being cloying. One of the very few game soundtracks (along with Card
City Nights and Gemini Rue) that I enjoy listening to even apart from the game.. I love this game; however, FIX THE
DOGGONE CONTOLS!! Let us as users configure our own controls.

To be able to reconfigure the controls in this game or for that matter, any PC video game is just part of the game!
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The mod itself is not bad.

But I cannot recommend it in its current state because you'll not be able to finish a game, it always crashes in the middle of it
because a tank shot another tank or you selected a building.

Missing voices really break the immersion tho.

Good luck devs, I'll wait for a fix.. Quite a cheesy yet interesting game i do like the physics , it looks like one of those android
games you can get on google play but i do enjoy it , its very cheap as well

pros: Arcade Style racing game very easy it feels familiar in handelling
it has numerous modes 4 distinct modes, Death race, Normal 1 lap race or sprint, and time attack, and missions marked by the
big M for mackster
Open world and you can get vehicles off the streets or you can buy some right at the far end of the map
good graphics for unity and an indy developer
feels like my gmod sandbox partially
Love the ai perfectly programmed to mimic russias driving habits i find it quite funny.
any car you have nicked and you like it can be saved in the garage
hint there is a supercar hidden in the game that can spawn in the streets thats the best car in the game so far.

Quirkiness: It has badly translated russian to english if the devs want a guy to fix the ui i could so it says good english.

overall:

I am overall impressed that madout city done by a small team or one dev has been done very well I commend the person who
has done madout city cheap and Fun
i expect to have hours of fun on this and its low on hdd space as well only 133 mb

Future development for devs take note

Multiplayer,(recommended but hosted on steam multiplayer servers)
More Garages to Repair your vehicle spray your vehicle etc
prehaps release some performance shops to futhure enhance your cars modified and unmodified
i would like to extreme tune the lada 2101
More customization for vehicles start off with a range of spoilers at the bodyshop
The garage you start with needs improvement and rear wall at the garage with a hole for your player to go in and then grab your
car

Your unique car liveries need to save when you right click and click car_paint because everytime i save it and get it repaired it
reverts back to the old livery.(well i did get the supercar which is already tuned)
if performance upgrades where released to make your car go faster i would so be nicking that lada in game the lada 2101 and
fully tune it with performance upgrades
needs some hardbass like a true slav.

for people reading my review: Go buy it and see for yourself guys and gals its actually worth it

UPDATE2018: The Cars are Now customizable And a hellla alot of fun Made it 10x As playable and worth it havent seen the
performence upgrades yet but I will look into it the game has gone from good to much better keeping it installed ready for use
The devs Listened and i am Increasingly happy with there product. Recommended, If you love anything Mech, Sci-Fi, Battling
Then you sure have to at least give it a shot.. fantastic game that manages to completely ruin what makes it fun just around the
same time that i get bored with it. Well, to be honest about this game, i throught it was a FNaF Fangame and it isn't after all...
I realized that it's just horror game inside of police station that is something happened....
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Gameplay:

Kinda hard to explain. But this whole mechanics was good but the thing is, i get the hard times to deal with the Owl. She simply
was like something that she would teleport and i have to use the radio to make sure she'll stay forever actually. But then i get
trouble to hide sometimes due sound cues but it's not the AI being broken but they like teleporting while using monitor.

Story:

Since i saw the first time to learn, i throught it was a dream and it wasn't, i readed the notes to understand but i don't explain
about it. However, the whole thing being in police station became trouble and then i throught it supposed to be phone guy but
the voice from the phone is just really something, so it made the animatronics to be active during the night. But in the future for
the story to end, i don't wanna also explain.

Althrough, that's all i can say..... If you like trading and maintaining an economic empire then you'll enjoy it like I did. Though I
reckon port royal 3 was better.
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